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Chapter 471 

 In order to prevent Yvonne from realizing that they had already taken control of the situation, Nora 

hadn't taken back the control of the computers outside. 

Thus, when Yvonne was showing the articles on the screen, the computers outside were also displaying 

the same thing. 

The deputy CEO and top-level executives were fearful and horrified.The executive assistants and 

secretaries also looked at one another. 

For a while, none of them knew what they should do. 

Samuel looked at the closed door to Joel's office and yelled furiously, "It's over! It's all over! The Smith 

Corporation is about to be destroyed by Joell!" 

The executives looked worried. 

Speedy, the hacker who had just left the Smith Corporation and returned home, heaved a huge sigh 

when he saw the news.He felt that he couldn't have made a more correct choice. 

In fact, in that instant, he was even afraid that Q might retaliate and take revenge on him. 

Speedy was a member of the Hacker Alliance.He immediately took out his cell phone and sent a 

message to the Hacker Alliance. 

Speedy: "Boss Q, I have already withdrawn from the Smith Corporation.I'm not going to go against you! 

Don't worry.Also, if you need me to provide you with some of the Smith Corporation's network 

vulnerabilities, I can also do that..." 

Although he knew that doing this wasn't right, Speedy had no other choice.If he offended the Smith 

Corporation, if worse came to worst, he could at least go out of the country. 

But if he offended Q, then he could forget about staying in the hacker industry. 

He was very clear about that! After sending Q a private message, he thought about it and posted a 

tweet. 

Unexpectedly, the moment he posted the tweet, it trended. 

Speedy: "The Smith Corporation shouldn't have offended Q.I have absolute respect for Q, so I hereby 

announce my withdrawal from the Smith Corporation.Also, thus far, no one has dared to contend with Q 

on the Internet." 

Speedy had been worried after he posted the tweet that his actions might offend the Smith Corporation, 

but when he saw how his tweet had taken the third spot among all the trending topics, he suddenly 

gained peace of mind. 

It was obvious that the trending topics algorithm had also been hacked. 



All the negative news about the Smith Corporation had been pushed to the top! It was apparent that the 

other party was very strong and capable! His decision to take sides at the critical moment had played a 

decisive role. 

With that, surely Q wouldn't hold a grudge against him anymore... 

right? While Speedy was on tenterhooks, Yvonne had displayed his tweet on the computers in the Smith 

Corporation. 

tweet trended, someone had 

immediately lost even more hope in the Smith Corporation successfully restoring their network! 

Speedy has quit.Who else can save 

mean, look at the alphabet itself—they are the queen of 

same time, I'm also worried 

own comments: "Heh, even Speedy has betrayed you at a crucial moment, Joel.What does 

return to the Smiths, and 

course, you also have to declare that I didn't do anything wrong back then.Dad didn't die anyway.He's 

currently resting healthy in 

all of this, I don't mind letting go of my control over the Smith Corporation and letting all of you go back 

looked at Nora and said, "Reply to her, A fake will always 

Nora:".." 

what Yvonne had written, one could tell that the woman actually still missed the 

wouldn't ask 

hadn't expected Joel to actually say something as 

most was her 

of sending her 

potential in 

Nora 

flew into 

you this—l am now angry! Very, very much so! I am going to completely destroy the Smith Corporation's 

network, as well as all the files in everyone's computers! "Just you wait! I will make you pay for 

words, all the computers in the company suddenly went back 

were opened, and the 



When that happened, chaos would definitely 

stared at the computer screen in 

on her face, making her look exceptionally hideous and terrifying! Yvonne 

that button, she would be able to see the Smiths' downfall! Her fingers 

pressed the button! What she should have witnessed the next moment was 

she should have witnessed was Joel in a panic and at a loss, 

button, the computer screen in front of her...suddenly blacked out! 

about to destroy the documents, 

on the keyboard at high 

had set 

as of now, the special department still hadn't managed to pinpoint her location 

were to look closely, one would see that Nora was actually wearing a Bluetooth headset in 
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While she was thinking about it, Nora said, "No, it's fine" 

Brenda was taken aback. 

"Huh?" Nora's lips curled into a smile. 

"Q alone is more than enough to deal with her." Brenda was a little dumbfounded at first. 

The next moment, however, she suddenly realized something. 

She swallowed hard. 

"Nora, you...you have Q helping you out? W-where is he?" 

No wonder Nora wasn't in a panic all this time! 

 "..Q has been here all along" 

Brenda became even more astonished. 

"But we did not notice a third person in the room!...Oh, I see!" 

Brenda exclaimed. 

Just as Nora thought that she had finally understood what she meant, she instead heard Brenda say, 

"Does Q only need to provide support online? So, he doesn't have to be present at all?!" 

Nora:".." 

Never mind. 



Since she had misunderstood, then so be it. 

Seeing that she wasn't saying anything, Brenda assumed tacit agreement.She immediately started to 

tease her. 

"Nora, have you seen Q in person before?" 

".Yes.” 

After all, she had to look in the mirror every morning after she woke up and went to wash up, right?! 

Brenda became even more interested. 

"Then...is he handsome?" 

Nora:"?" 

"He must be very handsome, right?! People with technical skills are usually very handsome! Nora, how 

sneaky! How can you hide a handsome guy all to yourself and not introduce him to me?!" 

Nora, who found her really noisy, cut her off. 

"I've found Yvonne" 

out in 

"Arrest her at once!" 

small dark 

had been brought there after she 

guest house 

only other thing in the room 

she was living in the Smiths' manor was bigger than this! But she knew she had no right 

Hillary had both 

died because she couldn't withstand 

But she had succeeded. 

She knew that she would be able to take her revenge very soon! Those 

became the new god of hacking! Q? Y? What was the big deal about them? From now on, the world of 

hackers would be hers to triumph in! 

her suddenly blackout, though? Yvonne's first reaction was that the computer's electricity supply had 

gone out—because, given her skills, she didn't think that anything would go wrong with her hacking! But 

when 

She was taken aback. 

thought for a while, the computer 



appeared on the screen: 'Do you think you can do whatever you want just because you know a little bit 

of hacking?' 

been invaded! She stared flabbergasted at her flawless defensive 

as she 

The other party: 'Q' 

alphabet appeared, Yvonne immediately understood something.She sprung to 

as she was about to run to the door, someone 

a group of 

 "Freezel" 

"You're under arrest!" 

"We've caught her" 

just received a text message on her cell phone—it was from the little psycho 

in even now? Looks like you really 

already fallen 

your mind! Otherwise, even if my new toy lets you guys off, the Smith Corporation will still suffer heavy 

losses! How can a company that cannot even guarantee their network security 

her eyebrows as 

and looked at the time—all 

slender fingers landed on the keyboard and she 

The Smith Corporation—including all their 

that Yvonne was showing them flash by on the computer, he became so infuriated that his blood 

pressure soared to the high heavens! To be honest, he also 

was also the reason why even though Samuel had kept on making an appearance in minor incidents 

over the years, apart from ruining lan and Joel's moods, he had never actually done anything during 

major incidents! Of course, he didn't have any authority 

never colluded with outsiders 

Samuel was so mad that he was practically stamping 

yelled furiously at the people around him, "Didn't she say that she knew Q, and would ask the real Q for 

help? Is this what the so-called Q she 

for no reason? She's 

have already fallen by tens 



people around him, "Remember this, if I collapse 

executives: No one 

stared at the 

anything, all of them were 
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Number one trending topic? Joel raised his brows and looked at Nora in surprise. 

"You even paid to make a topic trend?" 

Nora:"?" 

She blinked. 

"What does paying to make a topic trend mean?" 

Joel was dumbfounded. 

He'd originally thought that the incident would definitely trend on social media once Nora repaired the 

network, but for it to become the top trending topic so quickly, there was no doubt that someone was 

manipulating this behind the scenes. 

He'd thought that Nora was the one behind it, but in the end, she wasn't aware at all? While thinking 

about it, Joel opened Facebook. 

When he saw the top trending topic, he suddenly looked at Nora with a complex look on his face. 

Nora:"?" 

She craned her neck and looked at Joel's hand. 

A resigned Joel could only hand the phone to her. 

"Here, take a look." 

The top trending topic wasn't about the fact that the Smith Corporation's network problems had been 

resolved. 

Instead, it was... 

The Hunt Corporation: "Do you need Y to help? He'll be there whenever you call.@SmithCorporation" 

Nora:"!!" 

She looked at Joel in surprise, upon which she saw his eyes flicker a little. 

Then, he took the phone back, logged in to the Smith Corporation's official Facebook page, and replied. 

The Smith Corporation: "We appreciate the gesture.But The Smith Corporation is going to be fine on its 

own.@HuntCorporation" 



Netizens who were originally unhappy about the Smith Corporation were astounded by the two posts!  

"We all know that the Hunt Corporation has hired Y as their network consultant—they hired such a 

powerful person as a consultant to deter their enemies.But isn't the Smith Corporation being a little too 

funny here? Q was the one who invaded their network, yet they are still being stubborn and refusing to 

accept the Hunt Corporation's kindness!" 

"What would be a good way of saying 'We have Q'?" 

After all, in the beginning, the Internet was spreading the news that Q had invaded Smith Corporation. 

felt strange when Smith Corporation suddenly said that they 

Q.I know these words 

what they mean? Below this question, Smith Corporation answered seriously: "It means that we have 

hired Q to be our Internet consultant.From now on, Smith Corporation has made up for its 

shortcomings! Please use 

Everyone:"??" 

Everyone was stunned. 

Just as the netizens imagined 

Q had been hired as a consultant, why would Speedy have resigned? 

Speedy said that the one who invaded Smith Corporation was Q.How could there be a mistake?! What is 

Smith 

had jumped out 

this time, he still did not know that Smith Corporation's Internet 

home browsing Facebook and waiting 

he was the first to 

He was stunned. 

labeled it with a question mark to 

as most people were questioning the authenticity of this news and the netizens were discussing it, 

someone suddenly sent 

Corporation's recruitment and have become Smith Corporation's consultant.Someone was 

impersonating me to attack the Smith Corporation, whom I have already handed over to the police! I 

will 

Speedy:!!  

this 

He swallowed. 



his personal inbox 

then you don't 

and his phone slipped out of his 

#SmithCorporationSupplementedTheirlnternetShortco mings, 

#SmithCorporationCarriedOutAnOnlineCombatExercis e, and other topics immediately became trending 

under Joel 's 

had been scolding Smith Corporation finally 

The 

focus on the physical industry 

new media was not good enough, but now, they had filled 

future was promising! 

Smith Cooperation's stock price that had plummeted to nearly 20% suddenly began to rise crazily! The 

price of a single share was almost equal to that of Hunt Corporation! As everyone watched Smith 

Cooperation's stock prices skyrocket, 

that all of this was self-directed and acted out by Smith 

used the attack to attract everyone's attention, and in the end, they retaliated! It 

soared crazily! Ahhhh, I don't 

is the greatest of all time! With Q, Smith Cooperation is like a tiger that has grown wings! — If Smith 

Cooperation's momentum continues to be so fierce, it feels like the number one family is going to 

change! — Oh my god, Smith Cooperation must have taken over the trending 

she replied: "You've spent too much.You helped us 

a full two minutes before he gritted his teeth and sent, 

when she saw this 

to make this little lunatic curse, it was enough to show that he was extremely angry, 

and said to 

Joel nodded. 

stretched her neck before walking 

door open, Samuel and the other executives immediately took two steps back and made 
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When Nora looked over, the man was browsing Facebook. 

On Facebook, there was a small-time user called "Nora-Justin Couple" 



Below, it posted: [Ahhh, what should I do? Did you see what Hunt Corporation said at the critical 

moment? I'm at your beck and call! I feel so spoiled!]  

[I'm a fan of a couple from two companies!]  

[The domineering Mr.Hunt is seeking attention.The cold Beauty Smith has rejected him!]  

[He has Y while she has Q.The emperor and queen of the hacker world are in their hands.They look more 

compatible!]  

[Ahhhh, I saw a text, it's so sweet! Link attached!]  

Justin's slender fingers opened the link, and inside was a short piece of a text: "Actually, Hunt has always 

been deeply in love with Smith.Smith has long had her heart set on Hunt, but the two strong people 

have never learned how to express themselves.They only worked hard to show their best sides in front 

of each other.Smith tried hard, but she was tripped by someone. 

The moment she fell, Hunt suddenly realized something. 

It was too tiring for Smith to chase after him. 

Hunt stopped in his tracks and reached out to her. 

'My hand is right here.Come as you wish” Smith looked at that hand but did not clench it tightly. 

Instead, she stubbornly pressed her hand against the ground and stood up. 

"I have my own hand." 

Smith did not notice that when she said this, her tone was filled with shyness...To be continued..." 

Justin looked at the words and smiled, liking this Facebook post.Justin was currently logged into Hunt 

Corporation's official account. 

This little like immediately made the netizens hype up again. 

Everyone shouted, — Ahhhh, the couple is real'! Nora was speechless. 

No matter what Justin did, he was always serious and very vigilant.However, she had been standing 

behind him for so long, yet this man still did not notice her arrival. 

The corners of Nora's lips twitched.She watched as Justin liked every post that praised them.When he 

had liked more than ten, Nora could not stand it anymore and turned around to go upstairs.When she 

increased her pace, she attracted Justin's attention! He looked up suddenly and smiled when he saw 

Nora. 

"You're back?" 

Nora: "...Yes." 

She wanted to say something, but when she turned her head back to look, she saw that Justin had 

already lowered his head again and was looking at his phone. 

He had started his journey of likes again. 



Nora: The "thank you" was stuck in her throat. 

This fellow had deliberately created a "V" that could be used at will in a high-profile manner. 

He had even shouted loudly on the Internet and bought the top trending searches just to help them. 

Nora shook her head slightly and sighed.She prepared to go upstairs.She had just taken the first step 

when she heard Justin's bright voice. 

"Nora" 

tracks and looked 

eyes were still smiling, and his dark eyes were 

"Is Q you?" 

smiled again.No words needed to be spoken.Nora went upstairs to sleep.When she woke up again, the 

sky was bright.She picked up her phone and 

realized that many people had contacted her, but most of them seemed 

ignored Brenda, Morris, 

first landed on 

not look for her for 

she was suddenly looking 

unlocked her phone and 

seems to have regained some rationality.He kept nagging about looking for you! I'm trying to calm him 

down, but I 

had 

of the secret her mother had left behind and sat 

"I'll be right there!" 

out of bed, put on 

car park and 

the door of Old Maddy's 

see her! Her mother has a secret that she wants me to 

she hurriedly pushed open 

pressing on 

his body had not 

not good, and the 



is coming soon.Don't 

"I want to see Yvette's daughter! Quickly call her to see me! It'll be over if she's late! I want to tell 

almost couldn't 

Nora 

Lily turned back to look at her and finally heaved 

"You're finally here!" 

stood up and said with resentment, "If you hadn't come soon, Old Maddy would really have 

ignored her nagging and walked 

saw her face, Old 

eyes suddenly 

looked at Nora quietly for 

"You're here" 

held his 

especially dry because they had been 

asked softly, "What's 

at her and his 

tell you that you need to 

Nora:"?" 

She was stunned. 

"What?" 

need to have a child! Now, 

anxious and pushed 

heart 

Maddy was 

"Yes, why?" 

but he 

remember why? Why? 

softly to 

grabbed his hair hard because he could 
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Nora clenched her fists silently.Her almond-shaped eyes drooped slightly. 

It was as if there was suddenly a heavy burden on her shoulders.She did not expect Quentin to trust her 

so blindly. 

This made her feel pressured.She did not enter and instead turned to lan's lounge. 

lan was holding his phone and looking at something. 

However, Nora could vaguely hear Joel's voice.She was about to take a closer look when lan heard her 

enter. 

He quickly switched off her phone and looked at her guiltily. 

"Nora, why are you here?" 

Nora: "...How are you?" 

lan smiled. 

"I'm quite good.I feel like I can be discharged in a few days” Nora nodded. 

lan looked at her. 

Nora pursed her lips. 

lan was still looking at her. 

Nora sat down at the side and stood upright. 

lan was still looking at her. 

For a moment, there was nothing between them. 

A faint awkwardness filled the room. 

Looking at her new father, Nora still felt a sense of estrangement. 

After all, she had seen him fewer than a dozen times. 

Nora stood up. 

"If you're fine, I'll get going." 

lan subconsciously asked, "You're leaving so soon?" 

He had not seen enough of his daughter! Nora nodded. 

"Yes, I still have something to do: She walked towards the door and had just opened it when lan's voice 

suddenly came from behind. 

"Nora, you just went to see Quentin, right?" 

Nora paused.She did not turn back, but she still heard lan's voice. 



"It's okay.As long as you try your best, even if the outcome is unsatisfactory, it's okay.I know Quentin.He 

won't blame you." 

Nora felt relieved. 

She felt as if strands of warmth were flowing into her heart again.She lowered her head. 

"Yes." 

With that, she turned around. 

"Thank you'  

the hospital, Nora got into her car and planned to 

of something and picked up her phone.She suddenly sent that little 

psycho replied quickly: "Beg 

Nora: "Then forget it." 

you have 

what questions his little servant 

Nora: "No." 

Psycho: "Ask! I can answer you a question 

was waiting 

must I have a 

this question was asked, 

that reply, Nora's eyes 

other end of the line, the other 

Nora stared at those words and felt that she 

frowned and sent 

"Why?" 

other party: "This is 

Nora:".." 

She lowered her eyes. 

you 

party: "It depends on my 

clearly did not intend 



ignored him and 

from what she heard, she felt that things were developing in a 

not give birth? She sat in the car quietly and thought for a long time 

In the special department. 

Yvonne was in an ordinary prison, she had always felt that 

department, she still sat there calmly 

her, but they 

was arrested, she had been in the interrogation 

eat, drink, or 

haggard, but the gaze in her eyes 

interrogation room and 

moment and suddenly said, "Are you waiting for them 

eyes trembled before 

you're talking 

computer skills have improved 

smile appeared 

Smiths can do whatever they 

said this, there was only confidence 

little when she 

did not know where her 

suddenly said, "How are you going to compete with Q ? Even if you invaded Smith Corporation this time, 

you needed someone to bring in a hard drive for you.What's 

this, Yvonne bit her 

was because Jill's nephew had brought in a USB flash 

had 

disintegrated them! Yvonne lowered her head and sneered, "You don't have to provoke me with your 

words.Anyway, I won't die if I'm arrested for a while.You can wait for me for half a month.I'll let you 

words were 

at Nora and reached out 



clear.Some algorithms that were originally as difficult to overcome as mountains were easily figured out 

by me.My logic was clear, and everything was 

that when she said these words, she 

coma.When the prison guards couldn't find out the reason, she was sent out of the prison.You took the 

opportunity to hide in the car and escaped, 

Yvonne was stunned. 

you certain that if they can save you once, they can save you 

could be easily rescued from ordinary cells because the restrictions there 

special department was the most tightly guarded department in New 

she could escape from here? Yvonne was not frightened by Nora's words.She lowered her 
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Nora swallowed. 

The person beside her shouted, "CPR!" 

Nora immediately stopped him. 

"No!" 

"Why?" 

She slowly said, "The unknown composition in her blood is increasing exponentially.Those things can 

improve her genes, but they will also take her life!" 

Although the results of those reports were from the same batch of blood, the unknown concentration of 

components changed every hour. 

As the change was not big and the coefficient was too small, the researchers did not notice it 

immediately. 

However, when Nora went to take a look, she realized this problem! The unknown components in her 

blood were like bacteria. 

From the moment they entered her body, they began to reproduce! As time passed, it slowly spread 

throughout her body. 

Nora also realized this before shouting "no" and rushing over. 

The worker did not understand the full story, but he understood what she meant. 

"You're saying that if we perform CPR, it will cause the blood in Yvonne's body to flow faster and 

increase the growth of those things?" Nora nodded. 

"Yes." The worker was anxious. 

"Then there's nothing in these emergency measures that can save her now!" 



How were they supposed to get any clues when she was dead? When Nora heard this, she reached into 

her purse and took out a bunch of silver needles. 

Then, she quickly took out a short needle, stabbing Yvonne's head twice. 

After two stabs, Yvonne let out a cry and slowly opened her eyes. 

She did not understand what was going on and asked, "What are you guys doing? What's wrong with 

me?" 

Nora lowered her eyes and said slowly, "The genetic modification drug they injected into you multiplies 

endlessly in your body." 

Yvonne was stunned for a moment before she seemed to understand something. 

"So they're lying to me? But how is that possible? I'm so powerful, why would they lie to me? Without 

me, they can't find another hacker! I know now.Are you acting? Are you trying to get something out of 

me ?! Let me tell you, don't think I'll believe you just because you said you could treat me!" 

Nora pursed her lips and looked at her. 

"I can't treat you." 

Yvonne was stunned. 

"What?" 

The silver needle in Nora's hand was still inserted into her brain. 

"I'm just holding your breath now, but I can't stop those reproductions.You only have one minute" 

Yvonne was stunned. 

daze and 

seemed to be something crawling 

feel cold 

at Nora in 

entire body was about to 

save me.I don't want to die.I don't want to 

agitated she was, the faster her blood 

that, she suddenly coughed out a mouthful of blood and fell to the ground again! Nora frowned and 

whispered into her 

her, still 

said the last sentence of 

long as you can't get what you want, I'll be 



interrogation room was 

the woman in front of her.She had fallen to the ground with her eyes staring into empty space 

unwillingly.Her face, distorted due to the pain, slowly relaxed 

the sound 

they entered, they saw Nora standing beside them with a 

the worker beside them hesitantly and asked, "What happened? What did 

worker shook his 

"Nothing…” 

to her senses.She was actually a little puzzled earlier.She understood that the moment Yvonne was 

arrested, she had been abandoned 

understood 

her murderer, but what was this woman thinking? Why was she unwilling to tell her who it was 

would be happy! Was a woman's jealousy really that strong? She winced and quickly recovered from 

this state.Yvonne's problem was definitely her own, and it had nothing to do 

and Brenda looked 

the drug infinitely replicated in her body.It stimulated the limits of her body.Yvonne died was because 

her brain had reached its limits and could not keep up with the drug's stimulation.In the end, she died 

from the 

received this news, 

Brenda no longer had her usual image as she 

Yvonne a semi-finished 

Morris nodded as well. 

proves one thing! They haven't perfected the 

Yvonne's death was worthless. 

Nora, it was like a blow to her head, waking her 

were no shortcuts 

the only one 

would have 

this, she went out and prepared to make a trip to her alternative medicine doctor's house to 

message from the little psycho: 



Nora:"?" 

message: "I've already killed the two women you 

Nora:".." 

gave Yvonne to you was to show you the effect of that drug.Even the semi-finished product can let 

people break through their limits.Don't you want to know what kind of changes a finished 

you didn't give her to 

don't blame me for being rude! After serving two appetizers, 

Nora frowned. 

person was really 

did not pester her, she would not 

Nora lowered her eyes. 

who the little psycho was 
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Simon looked at her. 

Now that the Andersons had established a firm foothold in New York with the Carefree Pills, there was 

no longer anyone willing to offend them at alternative medicine conferences like this. 

As for Jon, because of his son's death, he had hated Nora to the core all this time and went around 

smearing her reputation whenever he found an opportunity to. 

However, everyone else was afraid that they wouldn't be able to get Carefree Pills anymore if they 

offended the Andersons, so Jon hadn't managed to gain any momentum for the time being. 

Regardless, because of what Jon had said, they more or less still secretly looked unfavorably upon Nora. 

Simon knew that Elaine must be up to no good, so he glanced at Melissa and stepped aside. 

Melissa slowly lowered her gaze and smiled. 

"What would Ms.Miller like to say? If it's about business, then we should talk in private.As for other 

things, I don't think there's anything that Ms.Miller and I can talk to each other about?" 

Seeing how that she was refusing to show any consideration for her feelings, Elaine stepped in front of 

her. 

"Mrs.Anderson, I decided to speak with you because I simply cannot stand how arrogant Nora is 

anymore, so I thought of giving her a kind reminder.She may have studied modern medicine and is now 

the world-famous Anti, but does she think she can look down on alternative medicine just because of 

that? Alternative medicine has been passed down from ancient times and has even spread abroad 

now.How can one of our own disparage it so casually?" 



Melissa: Her expression darkened at once. 

"Ms.Miller, you don't have to go back and forth in front of me hiding behind the kind pretense.I am 

almost fifty this year while you are about the same age as my daughter.There's no way you can keep 

your sneaky little thoughts from me! If you really had kind intentions, then you won't choose to 

embarrass me like this in public! Neither is there a need for you to create for yourself the image of a just 

and morally upright person who cannot bring herself to continue watching this.We all know very well 

what is going on here.Even though there are some conflicts between you and Nora, there is no need for 

you to raise the issue to a higher plane of moral principles! Besides.." 

Melissa looked straight at the people watching the show. 

"Not only has Nora never once looked down on alternative medicine, but she also has a very deep 

understanding of alternative medicine.After all, her mother was a leading figure in the world of 

alternative medicine back then! She found the Carefree Pill formula in the manuscripts that her mother 

left behind.Part of the credit for the Carefree Pills that all of you have at home right now goes to none 

other than Nora!" 

Her words easily crushed Elaine's pretenses and astounded those around them whose feelings had been 

stoked by Elaine. 

After saying that, Melissa and Simon exchanged a look. 

With even a second glance at Elaine, the two of them left. 

Elaine wanted to go after them and say something, but it was to no avail—because the two of them had 

already been surrounded by the people around them. 

"Mr.Anderson, why don't we talk about the Carefree Pill supply for next month..." 

At the sight of Simon and Melissa surrounded in the center by everyone, Elaine gnashed her teeth in 

fury. 

at this moment that Jon came 

and said, "Those people have all been drawn in by the Andersons' Carefree Pills.They no longer show 

any 

stomped her feet 

should we 

"What should we do?" 

narrowed 

we cannot make them do what we want, then we should go to someone 

are you talking 

"Dr.Zabel" 

however, made Elaine hang 



even get onto his feet anymore.How is he going to come over to uphold 

something you don't know.While Dr.Zabe certainly can't make an appearance anymore, he has a 

disciple—the one and only disciple he ever 

this, Elaine hesitated for 

don' t really bother themselves much with miscellaneous affairs.Also, 

however, smiled mysteriously 

you know what Yvonne Smith gave the elderly 

hesitantly, "The 

this point, Elaine 

mean that person has been in New York all this time?" Jon 

spirits all this time, so 

obviously dying 

over ninety, yet despite his bodily functions failing, he was still in 

it must be his capable disciple who had treated his 

forward, Nora Smith's reputation 

a modern medicine practitioner, and even if she had the Hunts and the Smiths backing her up, in the 

field of 

he leaned toward Elaine and said, "I'll leave for now.I'm heading to the 

Elaine nodded excitedly. 

was plotting against her, was 

way there, she bought some 

she arrived at the Zabes', 

to earn a lot of money from Yvonne the other time! Silvester's son led 

was getting advanced 

on his aged 

that, he was entirely unconcerned and 

front of him and greeted 

"Master" 

Chapter 478  



A servant soon opened the door. 

Jon said, "I'm here to see Dr.Zabe-" 

When the servant heard this, he said, "Please wait a minute.He is currently with a guest" 

A guest... 

Jon was a little surprised. 

Silvester rarely agreed to visitors, and this had been the case for many years. 

He rejected the visitation requests from most of the people who wanted to learn from him. 

After all, he was in poor health. 

It was also said that he had mild problems with his memory now. 

Apart from the few old-timers like him who at least had some status in the field of alternative medicine, 

there was almost no one else who could meet with Silvester. 

However, there was an alternative medicine conference taking place that day, so the old-timers were all 

there at the moment. 

Who would visit Silvester at this time? While thinking about it, Jon asked, "Who is it?" 

The servant smiled and said nothing. 

Jon immediately knew that he had crossed the line. 

He smiled and said, "Please let him know that I'm here.I will wait here" 

"Okay: When the servant entered Silvester's room, Silvester's son just so happened to be seeing Nora 

out. 

"This way, Nora" 

Nora said, "You should also pay more attention to your health too, Mr.Zabe." 

Silvester's son had also learned medical skills from Silvester. 

Therefore, even though there was a very big age gap between the two of them, Nora was actually his 

junior Silvester's son laughed and said, "Sigh, that's the way it is once you become old. 

I do want my old man to live a few more years, though! This way, I can take care of him for a few more 

years!" 

Nora heaved a silent sigh inwardly when she heard this. 

When she was a child, she always heard Silvester scolding his son and calling him mediocre, because he 

was unhappy that he couldn't inherit his skills in alternative medicine. 

During those times, her senior would always just smile naively. 



But now...Silvester was already over ninety years old, yet his son, who was in his sixties, was still by his 

side. 

Wasn' t that also bliss in some way? Some people had a lot of children, all of whom were talented, yet 

some went overseas and some traveled far away from home. 

stayed by their 

subconsciously thought of Pete and 

how smart the two of them were, they definitely wouldn't be clingy in the 

she got on in age, the two of them likely wouldn't keep showing up in 

way, she wouldn't become annoyed seeing them all 

weren't even married yet, so why was she 

door! The moment 

and then at Silvester's son 

astounded look formed on his face, but he quickly suppressed 

him and nodded 

leaving.You don't have to see me off 

guest, he definitely wouldn't be able 

and said, 

walked straight past Jon and 

the door was closed, Jon 

the Zabes'? Silvester's son was already speaking politely to 

"Are you here to 

Jon nodded. 

his curiosity, he asked, "That's Nora Smith, right? I heard 

Silvester's son nodded. 

it.What's 

Silvester's son, and the two headed to the garden where 

flow and asked, 

thought of how Nora didn't want anyone to reveal her identity—after all, once 

few books? Jon narrowed his eyes.The way he saw it, she probably came to explain herself to Silvester, 

right? Hah.It seemed that she had panicked.After all, publicly making a statement that alternative 



medicine was inferior to modern medicine was indeed behavior that would attract a lot of 

hatred.Although they had managed to keep outsiders in check with the Andersons' Carefree Pills, should 

Silvester decide to do something, the Carefree Pills' formula would be everywhere! Once that happened, 

what else could the Andersons produce?! The Andersons were surprisingly smart about this, 

suspected of being a fraud and once had a showdown with a modern 

his existence itself was what gave the alternative medicine community confidence! 

and basking in the sun, he stepped forward and said, "Mr.Zabe, 

it was Jon, he continued 

"What are you doing here? Silvester had always disliked Jon.This was something that everyone in the 

industry knew.Unfortunately, 

bothering himself with the alternative medicine field's affairs, Jon had taken over as 

arrived in New York, Jon's position in the world of alternative medicine had been impregnable! Jon sat 

opposite Silvester and said, "Mr.Zabe, I am really at 

him, his aged eyes full of 

you with? Mr.Myers 

was so scared that he hastily got 

of such politeness 

him making 

alternative medicine just because she can use her scalpels well.She has 

book in his hand onto the table and sneered, "Are there still people 

was delighted 

"Yes, that's right!" 

of you going to teach 

and said respectfully, "I want to, but unfortunately, her family is big and 

at the conference just now, but was immediately rebutted and told not to hold it against a young 

woman! Is this about that, though, Mr.Zabe? It's 

Silvester snorted coldly. 

Chapter 479  

"Hah, even if you claim that everyone in the world is full of hostility towards alternative medicine and 

despises alternative medicine, there's no way she would do that!" 

Silvester sounded very sure, which made Jon even more bewildered. 



"Are you that partial towards her? Why? Did the Smiths or the Hunts give you some kind of benefit? Dr 

.Zabe! What are you afraid of when you're already so old? How can you give in to the allure of such 

worldly possessions?!" 

Silvester became even more speechless when he heard this. 

He gave his son a look, upon which his son immediately summoned the butler over and sent Jon out at 

once. 

Jon was ruthlessly driven out of the Zabes'! When the door slammed shut, Jon was still standing there , 

unable to react. 

Why was Silvester so sure that Nora would never say those things? Nora was Anti. 

As an internationally renowned surgeon, wasn't it logical and reasonable that she would look down on 

alternative medicine? Nora must have given him enough money just now! This was unacceptable! To 

think even Silvester had been bribed. 

Were the alternative medicine practitioners of the States...really doomed for a downfall?! Nora wasn't 

aware of the events at the Zabes'. 

She had already returned home. 

With the stack of books in her arms, she went upstairs and entered the study. 

After sitting down, she began to read and immersed herself in research. 

She wanted to cure Quentin. 

It wasn't until a hand pulled away the book in front of her that she finally stopped. 

Nora frowned with displeasure, turned her head, and rebuked, "Cherry?" 

Cherry was usually the only one who would be up to mischief while she was reading. 

Unexpectedly, when she turned her head, she instead saw Cherry and Pete seated on the sofa beside 

her and looking at her worriedly. 

The person who had taken her book was actually... 

Justin? Nora's frown instantly deepened. 

As soon as this expression of hers formed, Cherry immediately whispered to Pete, "1 think Daddy is 

finished, Pete!" 

"_..Why is he finished?" asked Pete. 

Cherry continued to whisper, "Mommy's about to explode! She will definitely smack Daddy's bottom!" 

Pete: Nora:".." 

She touched her head awkwardly. 



Then, she looked at Justin...only to see that the man's chiseled face actually looked kinda...expectant? 

Uh...Her eyes must be playing tricks on her. 

She rubbed her temples and asked, "What time is it?" 

Justin: "It's seven o'clock.You have to eat something and then wash up.It's time for bed' Nora:".." 

She coughed. 

"It's too early" 

Justin said, "You usually go to bed at this time.You can continue reading when you wake up tomorrow!" 

Nora, however, tried to grab the book from him. 

"I don't have any appetite.Let me read for a couple more hours.But as soon as she stretched out her 

hand, the nimble man took a step back, Nora did not manage to grab the book.Justin raised his 

eyebrows and looked at her. 

and eat." Nora got 

was worried that Mommy would give Daddy a huge thrashing, she instead 

She was actually... 

getting something to eat? Eh? Had Mommy changed? When she got downstairs, Nora found that dinner 

that evening 

down, she took 

on, she found that several people 

are you ready for my challenge? I'm going to 

of light flashed in Nora's eyes as she took a bite 

'No' The little psycho: "Hehe, let's have 

you?' Sure enough, 

make a bet.If I can get Q on my side, then you are 

Nora's lips curled 

including 

she had already discovered a long time ago that the little psycho actually 

hadn't deceived her the 

narrowed her eyes 

she happily accessed the 

in Q's private 



was the only place that outsiders could send 

there was no need to worry 

hackers were all there, no one would dare to challenge 

other end of the dining 

respectively 

quietly as they 

even spare them 

a 

Mommy hasn't found herself other handsome guys out 

a pitying glance.Justin's expression darkened and he said in a low voice, "Don't 

chin on her chubby little hands 

we were abroad, I told Mommy to find me a Daddy, but she said that she wasn't interested in 

foreigners.Now that we're 

Mommy is 

Cherry rolled her eyes. 

have you ever 

Pete:"?" 

sighed like 

dollars worth of savings.In spite of that, she doesn't bother doing anything every day.If not for my 

grandaunt overseas, I would probably have been raised 

Pete was stunned. 

has 75 

when he played around with investments whenever he was bored was already more 

said ‘'...Mommy really is 

"Exactly!" 

she had expected better from 

right away, but she instead said that 7 5 million dollars are enough! How is that enough? 

Pete nodded hard empathetically. 

make lots of money and support 



this point, a weak voice suddenly came from the 

two of you 

unison to see Louis standing 

was looking at them eagerly 

Pete looked away and started talking to each other 

"If Mommy doesn't want Daddy anymore, then we will have to be 

Justin a disdainful look and replied, "Mommy.What 

Justin:"???" 

mother over him, right? Fearing that he was not the most important person in his daughter's heart, 

Justin had been working hard during this period of time to bond with Cherry! Sure enough, Cherry 

looked like she had difficulty 

go with Mommy.If I do that, Daddy would 

touched 
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However, he was stunned when he saw the email. 

Written in the email was a row of text: 'My last name is Smith: The evil smile on the man's face 

immediately disappeared and he cursed softly. 

"Shit!" 

Going by how Q's last name was Smith and their reply at this juncture, the man immediately understood 

that Q was a Smith! A Smith... 

If Quentin hadn't been injured, hospitalized, or caused such a huge ruckus, outsiders indeed wouldn't 

have known of his existence at all. 

Even so, to think the Smiths were also rearing a top-class hacker in addition to already rearing someone 

in the shadows! No wonder Joel hadn't panicked in the least when Yvonne attacked the Smiths! Who 

was Q? The man looked straight at his bodyguards and ordered, "Check Q's identity!" 

"Yes, sir" 

After one of the bodyguards left, a low chuckle rang out in the room. 

"Cough, cough, cough...Haha, I told you, don't provoke her" 

There was frustration in the little psycho's shrill voice. 

"Did you already know? Tell me, what else do you know? Are you hiding anything else from me?!" 

The gentle and mellow voice sighed. 



"All I know is, you shouldn't mess with her.I will find a way to get you what you want." 

The little psycho immediately yelled, "What can you get from her? The Grays had been taking care of 

her since her childhood, and also protected her for so many years' Yet you still haven't gotten your 

hands on what we want!" 

He kicked the chair furiously. 

Pushed to the side, the chair made contact with the curtains, causing a ray of light to shine through the 

curtains onto a man in the room. 

With a handkerchief in his hand, the man seemed to be suppressing a cough. 

He was wearing a pair of gold-framed glasses and his handsome face looked a little pale and sickly—it 

was Caleb! He frowned and retorted, "Yvette Anderson had already said back then that we won't be 

able to get our hands on it through coercive measures! We should try getting along with her daughter 

instead!" 

After he spoke, he walked over and drew the curtains to prevent others from looking in. 

The little psycho's grim laugh rang out in the room. 

"Get along with her? How? You have already been on good terms with her for so many years! If it wasn't 

for your nephew who messed up and ruined our plan, she would have been part of the Grays by now! 

And we would have already gotten everything we wanted! Since your plan has failed, you must obey my 

orders now! Besides, I am the little master!" 

Caleb started coughing again. 

He sounded as if he was about to cough his lungs out the very next second. 

"Anthony was stupid enough to break off the engagement, but I have already punished him.The little 

psycho's shrill voice rang out angrily again. 

"Punished him? Is driving him out of the country even considered a punishment? It's because you are 

too indecisive! That's why it has come down to this!" 

Upon being scolded, Caleb let out a few muffled coughs with his head down. 

Seeing that he had seemingly shut up, the little psycho was Satisfied.He broke into a grin, revealing shiny 

white teeth. 

"You spent twenty years setting up a trap for them, but got played by Yvette Anderson in the end! You 

can only rely on me to vent that anger now! Just you wait, I will turn her into my little servant! Heh 

heh..." 

While they were talking, someone knocked on the door. 

Caleb immediately stopped talking. 

if he wasn't 

little psycho 



bodyguard entered the room and said, "We've looked into it.The Smiths indeed aren't hiding any more 

youngsters in the family.Among the ones still around, Louis Smith is the one who messes around with 

computers the most.We have reason to suspect that he 

"Heh!" 

said, "How dare they make fun of 

"Yes, sir!" 

turned and 

to the little lunatic, as expected, 

a text message on her cell phone: "It's my loss this round! You can ask me what you want! You can only 

ask one question, so make good use of 

stroked her chin as she stared at the 

the chance to 

become pregnant? She thought for a long while, but in the end, she only asked about one thing: 'What is 

your name?' 

more priority, then 

to catch him! Sure enough, 

me, are you vie Nora: 'Answer the 

little psycho: 

Nora:"?" 

name sound so strange? Would anyone really call themselves something as literal as "true man"? 

However, she didn't 

there was a Trueman in 

answer was 

little psycho a message: 'Is 

truer than 

Nora: Never mind. 

down the phone and sent another message to 

completely ignored, looked 

said, "Never mind.I'll 

living room, which made him feel as if he had returned to the Hunts' manor instead of the Smiths' 



stray cats and dogs 

the Hunts' manor was a residential 

people lived there, the roads 

behind and rammed straight into 

he rolled up his sleeves and said, "Do 

cost him money! While speaking, he saw two large 

sensitively realized that the accident might have been deliberate.He swallowed hard and started to 

retreat in fear, but one of the two men 

Q.Our master wants to see 

Louis:"??" 

waved, wanting to explain that he was not 

grabbed his arm, and yanked him straight into the car! Someone got into his car 

jeep slowly drove out of the bushes in the distance and 

lips curled into a 

herself 

covered with a black bag and his mouth gagged, was brought into a 

widened in 

but he 

could do was emit 

side of him were steady on their 

that they 

was also another man holding 

break it with just 

to sit and securely bound with ropes that the other party finally took out from his mouth whatever they 

were using to gag 

Louis gasped for breath. 

strong and muscular bodyguards looked at 

thin man was 

 


